
Chinese DreamsC. P. Chandrasekhar
A government with a definitive mandate is in place. A show of decisiveness isvisible: concentration of policy powers in the PMO; quick appointments of keybureaucrats; a call to ministers and senior bureaucrats to draw up 100-dayaction plans; and much else. But it is not yet clear what would be done to revivegrowth while reining in inflation. According to the provisional estimates of GDPreleased recently by the Central Statistical Organisation, growth in 2013-14 was,at 4.7 per cent, not very much higher than the 4.5 per cent of 2012-13. Point-on-point consumer price inflation was at a higher 8.6 per cent in April relative to 8.3per cent in March.As compared with this state of affairs, expectations of the new government,ostensibly elected to power to reverse so-called policy-paralysis, the tardyimplementation of every announced action and, of course, the corruption thatcharacterised UPA II, are great. These expectations are not just of growth revival.Rather to many it is of a China-type transformation of the Indian economy, takenwith 9-10 per cent growth for a couple of decades or more, so that India (likeChina) can make the transition to middle- and then developed-country status incourse of time.There are alternate versions of this Chinese dream. One is, of course the belief,bolstered by India’s brief flirtation with 9 per cent growth during the 2004-08period, that India is fundamentally a 9 per cent economy, and failure to realisethat potential is only the result of politically induced policy paralysis and ofcorruption. So if the country gets itself a decisive, clear-headed and incorruptgovernment with an appropriate mandate, then high growth would be anautomatic outcome. The Modi-led NDA government is seen as such a regime, thesmall irritation of a lack of a majority in the Rajya Sabha notwithstanding.What is the Chinese parallel here? It is the presumed similarity in leadershipstyle between Deng Xiaoping, who led successful “reform-driven” growth inChina, and Modi, who it is claimed has won himself the credentials to replicatethat story based on his record in Gujarat. There are aspects of both the Deng andModi story that should be ignored to internalise this dream. We must forget, forexample, that the regime that Deng launched with his 1962 quote that "It doesn'tmatter if a cat is black or white, so long as it catches mice," while immenselysuccessful in growth terms, reeks of corruption that the Chinese government andCommunist Party itself admits is a major problem. We must also ignore for nowthe debate on how much difference Modi and his governments per se made todevelopment in Gujarat. These are minor matters. The main point is that adecisive, and possibly authoritarian, leader is what gave China what it has, andwill give India its own version of that experience in the years to come.A typical example of this version of the dream is a speech made by non-residentIndian economist Arvind Subramanian, of the Peterson Institute for InternationalEconomics in Washington D.C., in which he reportedly declared that Prime



Minister Narendra Modi could well become the Deng Xiaoping of India. He gave anumber reasons for that expectation: Modi represents a decisive break fromdynastic rule like Deng Xiaoping represented a break from the madness of MaoZedong ideology (though the analogy here is not clear); Modi is characterised bydecisiveness, pragmatism and the obsession to get things done like the Chinesereformist leader; and both Modi and Deng ostensibly have a long-term horizonfor their countries. That is presumably enough to deliver three decades or moreof growth at a scorching pace.Subramanian’s is not an isolated instance of speculation that Modi would do aChina in India. Well before the election results were out, David Pilling of The
Financial Times (March 19, 2014) argued that Narendra Modi was “a primeministerial candidate with Chinese characteristics”. This was not only because“Mr Modi, whose leadership style brooks little opposition, has a reputation forgetting things done,” but also because “like Deng Xiaoping, who departed fromCommunist ideology with his pragmatic entreaty to “let some people get richfirst”, Mr Modi is more about making the economic pie bigger than slicing it upfairly.” So privileging growth over distribution is what is required for China-stylesuccess. The only element of doubt was whether Modi would be allowed to do toIndia what he did in Gujarat, given the fact that India is a large and fractiouscountry, with significant power devolved to the states. Pilling possibly does notbelieve Modi when the latter says he simultaneously delivered both growth andredistribution in Gujarat.The problem with these arguments is that they fail to identify the source of thestimulus for this high growth Modi is expected to deliver in India. If we turn tothe 2004-08 period, it is clear that growth was substantially the result of a creditfinanced consumption and automobile boom and credit financed housing andinfrastructural investments. Public sector banks, which in the past refrainedfrom large scale lending against poor or no collateral, were among the leaders inthe field. Part of the reason why growth has slumped since is that a significantshare of those loans has gone or is going bad and non-performing assets in thebanking system are rising sharply. This adversely affects the willingness and thecapability of the banking system to sustain the credit splurge. So looking to thetypical debt-financed, domestic-demand led boom that has come to characterisemany developed and emerging markets does not seem an option for the newgovernment, at least till it finds a way of cleaning out the balance sheets of thebanks.What then is to spur the high growth expected in the Modi era? Here too thedream is to chase China. While agreeing that the Modi would push “reforms” in ahost of areas, by implementing what the Congress had promised but not fullydelivered because of its “policy paralysis”, noted Financial Times columnistMartin Wolf has this to say: “This would be to the good, but probably not enoughto bring about the needed acceleration of growth and jobs generation. Vitalfurther reforms would be in employment regulation, education andinfrastructure, with a view to making India a base for labour-intensivemanufacturing. With Chinese wages rising, this is a plausible ambition.” So forgrowth to occur, India must use the opportunity that wage competitiveness
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offers to displace China as a global, low-cost manufacturing hub, by inducingflexibility in labour markets, improving skills and strengthening infrastructure.This Chinese dream may also fail. There are many factors other than theavailability of a cheap labour force that underlay China’s manufacturing exportsuccess. To start with, China had a much larger industrial base when itsmanufacturing export surge began. India, despite the promise held out by itsindustrial status at independence and the thrust of government policy at thattime, fell short of most developing countries in terms of the extent of itsindustrialisation. Further, China’s export-led growth was facilitated by hugepublic sector infrastructural investments. India falls woefully short on this front.The argument is that this is because of stalled projects held back because ofunwarranted obstacles in areas such as land acquisition and/or environmentalclearances. A decisive Modi-led government is expected to address that, anduncage the Indian export tigers.But clearances are not the only problem in infrastructure. Finance also is. Indiaunder the UPA decided that the deficit on its central budget precluded publicinvestments in infrastructure, and sought instead to kick-start infrastructuralinvestments through the public-private partnership route. Investments were tobe financed with private resources or with credit from the financial institutions.While credit went out, returns were inadequate to service that debt, leading todefaults and large scale debt restructuring. As a result the credit pipe soon froze.So the NDA government is likely to be under pressure to do two things. First,restore the credit flow to finance projects that now get their clearances. Thiscould increase the vulnerability of an already fragile banking system. Second,allow infrastructural projects flexibility in pricing, so that they can cover costs,meet their debt service commitments and earn handsome returns. Aconsequence would be an acceleration of inflation, especially since manyinfrastructural services are in the nature of universal intermediates that enterinto the costs of production of a large number of commodities. Besides beingunacceptable in itself, such inflation would also undermine exportcompetitiveness.So becoming China is not an easy task. Which is why, implicit in the arguments ofadvocates of the Chinese dream is the need to reduce welfare expenditures,referred to as populist subsidies (such as on food) and expenditures (such as ona limited employment guarantee scheme). The resources released, it is claimed,can be better used to finance public investment in infrastructure. That wouldmean that a population hit by slow growth and inflation would be deprived ofeven the limited welfare support it receives from the state. This could make thepursuit of the Chinese dream by some, a nightmare for the majority.* This was published in the Frontline, Print edition: June 27, 2014.


